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From time immemorial, the process of aging has been a subject of fascination. Molecular understanding of the cellular
determinants of life span has revealed that far from being an uncontrolled process of gradual breakdown, aging is regu-
lated by specific cellular pathways. This Cell Biology Select highlights recent studies that examine the molecular conse-
quences of aging and uncover regulatory mechanisms that may influence the pathways that modulate life span.
Yes Sir, a Roadblock to Aging
Protein deacetylases of the sirtuin family promote longevity in organisms
ranging from yeast tomice. Because these enzymes have numerous substrates,
it has been challenging to identify targets specific to aging pathways. In a new
study, Dang and colleagues (2009) explore themolecular role of the yeast sirtuin
Sir2 in regulating life span and uncover a new function for this deacetylase in the
aging process. In yeast, Sir2 modulates chromatin stability by establishing and
maintaining regions of silent heterochromatin through its histone deacetylase
activity. The authors find that in yeast cells, the abundance of Sir2 protein
decreases with age. Concomitant with this gradual loss of Sir2 is an increase
in the acetylation of histone H4 at lysine 16 (H4K16) and a depletion of histones
within areas of high H4K16 acetylation. These age-associated chromatin changes are limited to specific sequence elements within
regions adjacent to telomeres (subtelomeric regions) where Sir2 is normally found. Dang et al. propose that Sir2 activity at these
subtelomeric sequence elements removes H4K16 acetylation and acts as a boundary to prevent the spread of this active chromatin
mark into telomeric chromatin, thereby maintaining the heterochromatic state that is essential for telomere stability. Could the
increase in H4K16 acetylation as a result of decreased Sir2 abundance underlie replicative aging in yeast? The authors find that cells
lacking the H4K16 acetyltransferase Sas2 not only have a longer mean life span but also do not exhibit age-associated depletion of
Sir2 proteins or subtelomeric histones. They further demonstrate that the telomeric effects of Sir2 activity on aging are independent
of Sir2’s role in preventing recombination at ribosomal DNA, a function previously implicated in modulating life span. Given that
mice lacking the mammalian sirtuin SIRT6 exhibit telomere dysfunction and a premature aging-like phenotype, the role of sirtuins
in ensuring telomere stability through histone deacetylation may be a generally conserved regulatory mechanism of the aging
process.
W. Dang et al. (2009). Nature 459, 802–807.
What’s Good for Mitosis Is Good for Meiosis
The effects of replicative aging onmitotically dividing cells have been studied in detail, but
little attention has been paid to the cost of aging on cells undergoing meiosis. Boselli and
colleagues (2009) now demonstrate that in budding yeast, age directly impacts the ability
of cells to initiate and accurately implement themeiotic program. Meiosis in yeast involves
two rounds of cell division and DNA segregation to produce four meiotic products. The
authors find that aged cells fail to express the meiotic inducer IME1. Under conditions
that normally induce meiosis, these cells cannot efficiently initiate this developmental
program. Intriguingly, this defect in initiatingmeiosis could be partially rescued by culturing
the aged cells in media that had harbored young cells undergoing meiosis. This suggests
that environmental cues secreted by cells may modulate the negative effects of age. The
authors also observe chromosome segregation defects in the few aged cells that do
undergo meiosis. Remarkably, the meiotic defects in aged cells can be suppressed by
geneticmanipulations that increase life span inmitotically dividing cells. Either the overex-
pression of Sir2 or the deletion of FOB1 (a gene required for rDNA recombination)—which
extends the life span of mitotically dividing cells—improves the ability of aged cells to
undergomeiosis. With this initial exploration of the effects of aging onmeiosis, the authors
raise many intriguing questions, including how IME1 expression may be regulated
throughout the aging process. Future studies may also examine whether the loss of Sir2
protein with increased cellular age is a direct contributor to age-related defects in meiosis.
M. Boselli et al. (2009). Dev. Cell 16, 844–855.
Life Span Genes Prime the Pump for a Pathogen Response
Cellular signaling cascades such as the insulin/insulin-like growth factor (IGF) receptor pathway modulate life span, but can they
themselves be tuned by the environment to better the survival of the organism? Anyanful and colleagues (2009) now demonstrate
that for the worm Caenorhabditis elegans, a brief exposure to pathogenic bacteria turns on genes that regulate life span and innate
immunity, allowing the animal to survive subsequent exposure to the same pathogens. Enteropathogenic Escherichia coli secrete
toxins that cause paralysis and death in C. elegans. Anyanful et al. find that if worms are incubated with these bacteria for 30 min,
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they are four times as likely to survive a subsequent 3 hr exposure to the same pathogens after
a period of recovery, an effect that persists for about a day. In addition to kinases of the p38
mitogen-activated kinase pathway, which controls innate immunity, a key molecular require-
ment for this ‘‘conditioning’’ response is DAF-16, the transcription factor of the insulin/IGF
signaling cascade. Mutations in daf-16 abrogate the survival benefits from early exposure to
the bacteria. Furthermore, the authors implicate two gene targets of DAF-16—aqp-1 and
spp-1—asmediators of the conditioning response. DAF-16 expression in neurons is also suffi-
cient to promote conditioning. By examining the conditioning response inmutant wormswhere
the production or action of the neurotransmitters serotonin and dopamine is disrupted, the
authors demonstrate that dopaminergic signaling in neurons mediates the conditioning
response. Taken together, these data make a compelling case for the active tuning of life
span regulation by environmental cues. Such regulation provides a form of immunization in
an organism that has an ancient immune system. Given that aqp-1 and spp-1 encode
a membrane channel protein and a putative membrane pore-forming protein, respectively,
could they directly mediate the uptake of bacterial signals during the conditioning response?
This question and the identity of the pathogen-generated signals remain to be resolved.
A. Anyanful et al. (2009). Cell Host Microbe 5, 450–462.
Tempering the Heat in Longevity
In ectotherms such as C. elegans, temperature also modulates life span, with decreased
longevity being associated with higher temperatures. In a recent report, Lee and Kenyon
(2009) show that contrary to the prevalent notion that temperature effects on life span are
a passive consequence of their influence on the rates of chemical reactions, thermosensory
neurons in the worm may actively regulate life span in response to temperature. The AFD
neurons in C. elegans control thermosensation at warm temperatures. Surprisingly, ablation
of these neurons (using a laser or genetic mutations) reduces the life span of worms kept at
25ºC by up to 25%. In contrast, loss of AFD neurons has no effect on the life span of worms
kept at the cooler temperature of 15ºC. To determine how AFD neurons may be modulating
longevity at higher temperatures, the authors examine known proteins that influence life span
in the worm and identify the steroid-signaling pathway components DAF-9 and DAF-12 as
targets of AFD regulation. Genetic mutations that disrupt AFD neurons reduce the expression
of DAF-9, a cytochrome P450 enzyme that synthesizes sterol ligands required to activate DAF-12, a nuclear hormone receptor.
Notably, a null mutation in daf-12 is sufficient to extend the life span of worms lacking AFD neurons. Thus, the authors provide strong
evidence that at high temperatures, an activemechanismmediated by thermosensory neurons tunesDAF-12 activation and prolongs
life span, thereby tempering the negative effects of increased temperature on survival.
S. Lee and C. Kenyon (2009). Curr. Biol. 19, 715–722.
An Easier Way to the Benefits of Caloric Restriction?
Reduced food intake (caloric restriction) has been shown to extend life span inmany different organ-
isms. In the fly Drosophila melanogaster, this complex process may involve a gene called Indy. This
geneencodesa transmembrane transporter ofKrebscycle intermediates and isexpressed in tissues
that control many aspects of metabolism and nutrient use. Wang and colleagues (2009) now report
new findings that shed light on the interplay between Indy and caloric restriction. In contrast to
a previous study, the authors find that mutations in Indy that increase life span cause decreased
Indy expression. Moreover, wild-type flies kept under conditions of caloric restriction, which
increases longevity, exhibit decreased levels of IndymRNA. Interestingly, optimal life span extension
appears to be associated with a level of Indy expression that is between 25% and 75% of wild-type
levels. The authors find that caloric restriction does not confer increased longevity on Indy mutant
flies, suggesting that the downregulation of Indy could underlie some of the effects of caloric restric-
tionon life span. Theyalsoobserve strikingly similar physiological phenotypes inwild-type flies under
caloric restriction and Indymutant flies under normal calorie conditions. Both groups of flies exhibit
decreased insulin signaling, sensitivity to starvation, a lack ofweight gain, reduced lipid storage, and
higher rates of physical activity. Notably, Indymutant flies do not show a defect in food intake, indi-
cating that they consume normal amounts of calories. And yet, they appear to reap the benefits of
longevity conferred on wild-type flies by caloric restriction. This raises the intriguing possibility
that modulating the levels of Indy or related gene products in other organisms could provide the
potential for increasing life span without requiring severe caloric restriction.
P. Wang et al. (2009). Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 106, 9262–9267.
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